
Safe Fleet® Evidence Manager™

Media Player and Surveillance Utility 

License Free
Playback software for 
proprietary videos is easily 
provided to 3rd parties such 
as legal representatives  
and law enforcement

Remote Viewing
On-board wireless functionality 
for remote viewing of live and 
recorded video and system 
health and diagnostics

Easy Search
Events are independently 
named including date  
and time for easy search  
and identification

Simplified accessing and viewing of video. Allows for search by 
incident, alarm, date and time or even GPS location. Access key 
details about on-board events or pinpoint the exact time and 
location a passenger exited the bus. 

Safe Fleet Evidence Manager is a Windows 

application used to view video, export evidence 

files, maintain recorders and interact with the 

Safe Fleet recording system in real-time.



1.877.630.7366
safefleet.net
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Safe Fleet® Evidence Manager™

Media Player and Surveillance Utility 

Multiple Views 
View up to 16 channels simultaneously.

Simple Video Navigation 
Easy-to-use play, forward & rewind buttons  
and timeline with zoom and scroll bar.

Map Vehicle Waypoints and Speed 
Display exact vehicle location and speed 
synchronized with video playback. 

Event/Alarm/Telemetry Search 
Search video by alarms, speed, GPS location, 
hard braking/acceleration, or date/time.

Exporting Options 
Export media files in proprietary (secure)  
or open formats. Optionally embed the  
player for convenient playback. 

Key Features:
Timeline Navigation 
Easily navigate video by clicking on the  
timeline to jump to a specific event or time. 

Flexible Stream Playback 
Choose your preferred quality by toggling 
between the primary and secondary  
video stream. 

Static Redaction 
Upgrade to Dynamic Redaction and Automatic 
Face Detection via an add-on license. 

Enhanced Security 
Single sign-on authentication available  
as an option.


